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Materials and Methods 
Device fabrication  
The deformed microtoroids are fabricated from a 2-mm-thickness silicon dioxide 
layer on a silicon wafer. The consecutive fabrication procedures for microtoroids are 
following: (i) photolithography defining device patterns, (ii) buffered hydrofluoric acid 
etch transferring the device patterns to the oxide layer, (iii) XeF2 gas silicon etch 
suspending rims of the devices, (iv) pulsed CO2 laser reflowing the suspended rims 
forming microtoroids, and (v) XeF2 gas etch shrinking the silicon supports of silicon 
dioxide cavity (33).  
The tapered fiber waveguides are fabricated from a commercial single-mode optical 
fiber. The fiber is tapered by pulling using a stepper motor, while it is being heated over 
an oxyhydrogen flame. This pulling process is programmed to fabricate various tapered 
fibers with desired sizes.  
 
Experimental measurement 
The experimental setup consists of following components. (i) Tunable external-
cavity lasers serve as the probe/pump light. The laser polarization if adjusted by a fiber 
polarization controller. (ii) A tapered fiber waveguide is used for coupling to 
microresonators. (iii) A three-axis nano-translation stage (Thorlabs, MDT630A, with 20 
nm resolution) is utilized to optimize the coupling positions between the microresonators 
and the tapered fiber waveguide. (iv) A microresonator is placed on the translation stage. 
For the deformed resonators, the fiber waveguide is placed at position f = p/2 or 3p/2 in 
deformed cavity coordinate, referring to Fig. S6A. The incident light is propagating 
towards 0 degree in cavity coordinate.  (v) Photoreceivers (Newport, 1801-FC, 320 nm - 
1,000 nm, and 1811-FC, 900 nm - 1,700 nm) and an oscilloscope (YOKOGAWA, 
DLM2034) are used to measure and capture the transmission intensity of the fiber 
waveguide (Fig. 3 in the main text). (vi) Two optical spectrum analyzers (OSAs) (OSA-1: 
YOKOGAWA, AQ6319, 600 nm - 1,700 nm, with 0.02 nm resolution; OSA-2: Ocean 
Optics, HR4000, 200 nm - 1,100 nm, with 0.27 nm resolution) are used in the third-
harmonic generation experiment (Fig. 4 in the main text). 
 
3D FDTD numerical simulations 
The three-dimensional (3D) numerical simulations are performed by a commercial-
grade simulator (34) based on the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The 3D 
FDTD simulation region is sized 36 mm, 38 mm, and 16 mm in x, y, and z axes, with 
perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary conditions at each limit. The 
microtoroid resonator is sitting on the x-y plane, the principal and minor diameters of the 
microtoroid are 24 mm and 4 mm, and the thickness of the central disk is 2 mm. The 
waveguide in the simulation is represented by a cylinder with a diameter of 0.5 mm. The 
probe light source, which is a short pulse with a duration of 10 fs, is applied to one end of 
the waveguide. The symmetry about the x-y plane is used to reduce the computational 
expense. Short time electromagnetic (EM) fields at whispering gallery mode (WGM) 
resonant frequency are obtained by frequency domain monitors with a time apodization 
of 350 fs, as shown in Fig. S1. 
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Calculation of mode index and WGM proportion 
The mode index and the WGM proportion shown in Fig. 2F in the main text are 
extracted from the short time frequency domain monitors in 3D FDTD simulation. The 
mode index nmode is calculated as following, 
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where E(x,y,z) and e(x,y,z) are the electrical field and the permittivity of the material at 
position (x, y, z), respectively. 
The WGM proportion hWGM(t) at time t is calculated by projecting the electrical 
field E(t;x,y,z) to the field of the established WGM EWGM(x,y,z). In the simulation, the 
EWGM(x,y,z) is the stabilized field after 200 ps simulation time. The expression of hWGM(t) 
is given by, 
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The increase of the mode index in Fig. 2F indicates that the light is being coupled 
into the cavity, and the momentum of light is moving towards the WGM. The 
comparably slow increase of the WGM proportion reveals the dynamic tunneling 
between the chaotic fields and the high-Q WGM. 
 
Temporal dynamics of coupling 
We model the dynamic tunneling between the chaotic fields and the WGM to a two-
level system by reducing the continuum of chaos to a single state. In this case, the 
transition between the chaotic fields and the WGM is treated incoherently (35). The 
equation of motion for the photon counts is given by, 
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where nm and nc are photon numbers in the WGM and the chaotic fields; gm and gc are 
optical decay rates of the WGM and the chaotic fields, respectively; k is the effective 
tunneling rate between the two states. Giving the boundary condition that light initial 
resides in chaos, i.e., 0, 1m cn n= = , the WGM proportion h is analytically solved as 
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This is well fitted with the simulation results in Fig. 2F in the main text. Additionally, the 
maximum slope of the WGM proportion h is given by 
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when 2mcg g k- > , which is fulfilled by the leaky chaotic modes. 
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Supplementary Text  
I. Additional experimental data 
A. Broadband Raman laser experiment 
To demonstrate the broadband excitation property and the role of the sub-
wavelength nanowaveguide in the chaos-assisted momentum-transformation-enabled 
coupling mechanism, we excite the deformed microtoroidal resonator simultaneously in 
the 780 nm and 1,550 nm wavelength bands using three different-sized fibers, as shown 
in Fig. S2. For the fiber with diameter d~1.71 mm (0.98 mm) satisfying phase-matching 
conditions in the 1,550 nm (770 nm) wavelength band, first-order Raman lasers are 
observed in only one wavelength band (36). For example, the optical fiber of d~1.71 mm 
couples efficiently to the cavity modes in the 1,550 nm wavelength band and produces 
first-order Raman laser (no higher order cascade Raman laser is observed due to the 
limitation of the band of the OSA-1 (600 nm - 1,700 nm)); while the coupling is too weak 
to give rise to observable signal of stimulated Raman scattering in the 770 nm 
wavelength band (Fig. S2A). On the contrary, the optical fiber of d~0.98 mm generates 
cascaded Raman lasers (37) in the 770 nm wavelength band but fails in the 1,550 nm 
band (Fig. S2B). Remarkably, by using a sub-wavelength fiber of d~0.46 mm, the 
(cascaded) Raman lasers in both wavelength bands are observed simultaneously, because 
the momentum-transformation enables the broadband coupling (Fig. S2C). 
 
B. Experimental results of THG versus waveguide diameters 
To further demonstrate the role of the nanowaveguide in the chaos-assisted 
momentum-transformed mechanism, we excite the deformed microtoroidal resonator and 
collect the same THG emission using a tapered fiber waveguide with different diameters, 
as shown in Fig. S3. The THG conversion efficiency of the device is obtained by the 
collected THG signal in OSA-2 divided by the cubed input power, 3THG in/P P . This 
definition of nonlinear efficiency is independent on Pin. The conversion efficiency 
enhancement factor is normalized to the highest conversion efficiency of direct phase-
matched coupling using micro-sized tapered fiber waveguide (i.e., the reference point 
marked by the red arrow in Fig. S3). The experimental results conclude that the 
momentum-transformed scheme enhances the conversion efficiency of the device by over 
three orders than the direct phase-matched coupling. Positions for the tapered fiber and 
the cavity are optimized to maximize the THG signal for each data point. 
 
C. Stability of momentum-transformation-enabled coupling 
For real photonics applications, stability is crucial for photonic devices (38-41). 
Time stability of coupling (42) is studied by using two tapered fibers with diameters of 
0.46 mm and 1.71 mm, as shown in Fig. S4. The measurement of the 0.46-mm fiber is 
performed by directly contacting the fiber waveguide with the resonator boundary, which 
shows an excellent linewidth stability with an uncertainty of 0.5 MHz over one hour. 
While for the 1.71-mm fiber, an appropriate fiber-cavity gap is chosen to couple to the 
same WGM with a high coupling efficiency. The measured linewidth of 1.71-mm fiber 
coupling increases significantly over time. 
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In addition, we measure the loaded Q factors from transmission spectra by simply 
contacting the tapered fibers of different diameters to the equatorial plane of the toroid. 
Typical transmission spectra using different sized fibers are shown in Fig. S5A, where 
loaded Q factors are obtained. As shown in Fig. S5B, when the diameter is smaller than 
0.8 mm, the loaded Q factors of the WGM in the 1,550 nm wavelength band remain 
almost unchanged and close to the intrinsic Q factor. While the diameter is larger than 0.8 
mm, the loaded Q factor generally decreases with increasing diameter due to the 
increasing coupling loss, which corresponds to the transferring from the momentum-
transformed coupling to direct phase-matched coupling. 
 
II. Design of resonator and waveguide 
A. Ray dynamics analysis of deformed microresonator 
The deformed toroidal microcavities, supporting ultrahigh-Q WGMs, which can be 
effectively excited by the chaos-assisted momentum-transformed coupling method, have 
the boundaries defined in the polar coordinates as (33, 43) 
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Here R0 is the size parameter, and a(b)2,3 are optimized as 2 0.1329a = - , 3 0.0948a = , 
2 0.0642b = - , and 3 0.0224b = - . 
The emission and coupling properties of the deformed microcavity can be well 
described by ray dynamics and tunneling processes. The features of the internal ray 
dynamics are typically presented in the Poincaré surface of section (SOS) (26), whose 
ordinate characterizes approximately the magnitude of the angular momentum of photons. 
The SOS of the cavity with the boundary defined by Eq. S6 for counter-clockwise (CCW) 
modes is shown in Fig. S6B, with coordinates defined in Fig. S6A. In SOS, the ray 
dynamics is mostly chaotic (black points), except for some regular orbits (red curves), 
including both islands and Kolmogorov–Arnold–Moser (KAM) curves. Ray dynamically, 
these three different structures are disjoint in SOS. However, in wave optics, dynamic 
tunneling between the regular orbits and neighboring chaotic orbits can take place (25, 
29-31, 43-46), where the latter eventually refract out from the cavity following an 
unstable manifolds channel (green curves) (44) when crossing the total internal reflection 
critical line (red dashed line). It is worth noting that the chaotic motion along the unstable 
manifolds channel is a momentum transformation process. As a result, a universal 
directional emission pattern can be expected by properly designing an unstable manifolds 
channel (43, 44). The far-field emission patterns of the deformed microcavity from ray 
and wave simulations are shown in Figs. S7A and S7B, respectively. The primary 
emission is along the 180o far-field direction, showing an excellent ray-wave 
correspondence. For all the experiments and simulations in this paper, the tapered fiber 
waveguide is placed at the primary emission position of the cavity with 2f p=  or 3 2p , 
while the incident light entered the cavity along the direction inverse to the primary 
emission (as shown in Fig. S6A). In addition, the directional emission can also be 
designed by transformation optics (47). 
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On the other hand, benefiting from the principle of reversibility, the nanowaveguide 
field can also couple with WGMs by entering the stable manifolds of unstable periodic 
orbits (44) and subsequent dynamic tunneling. Note that the stable manifolds of the 
different periodic orbits are almost parallel in the leaky region in SOS (48). Figure S8 
shows two pathways formed by subsequent 50 bounces, along which the incident rays 
can reach the chaotic areas near the lowest KAM curve in a very short time. Red curves 
represent stable manifolds of the unstable period-4 (Fig. S8A)/period-5 (Fig. S8B) orbit. 
The initial incident rays (within the coupling region shown by the black dashed ellipse) 
locate under the critical line around f = 3p/2. In Fig. S8A, rays converge to the unstable 
period-4 orbit through stable manifolds and then escape from unstable manifolds. 
Consequently, they quickly approach the KAM curve, where chaotic rays more likely 
tunnel to the regular whispering-gallery region. To avoid confusion, rays which cross the 
critical line after 10 bounces are not plotted here. Likewise, rays entering the coupling 
region may also evolve along the stable manifolds of the unstable period-5 orbit as shown 
in Fig. S8B, therefore they reach a larger angular momentum rapidly, and from there it 
can tunnel to the WGM region. It is noted that the unstable period-4 orbit is closer to the 
critical line than that the unstable period-5 orbit. Thus, fewer rays reach the higher 
angular momentum region in Fig. S8A compared with Fig. S8B. The whole dynamic 
process is free from momentum conservation, i.e., the broadband coupling can be 
achieved assisted by the chaotic motion and dynamic tunneling. 
 
B. Dispersion engineering of a fiber waveguide 
Dispersions of fiber waveguides with diameters of 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm are presented 
in Fig. S9 as blue curves, where both material and geometric dispersions have been taken 
into account. To compare effective indices (propagating constants) between the cavity 
mode and the fiber guided mode, we transform the effective refractive index of the fiber 
waveguide to the cavity polar coordinate as following, nw,eff ~ nw/[1+d/3+2d2/15] with d = 
-r/R0, where R0 is the cavity principal radius, and r is the distance between the cavity 
boundary and the center of the fiber waveguide (14, 49, 50). 
Given the effective penetration depth of evanescent field, the fiber-cavity gap varies 
within a wavelength range, i.e., 0 gap l£ £ , which causes the broadening of the curves. 
In addition, the effective indices of fundamental WGMs with different wavelengths are 
also shown as the dashed red curve in Fig. S9. The principal and minor diameters of the 
microtoroid here are 60 mm and 4 mm, respectively. Note that there is no intersection 
point between dispersion curves of 0.5 mm fiber and WGMs, representing that fiber 
modes field only couple with WGMs indirectly through the chaotic dynamics instead of 
direct phase-matched coupling in this case. 
 
III. Additional 3D FDTD Numerical Simulations 
A. Comparison of the chaotic deformed cavity and a non-chaotic ellipse cavity 
To clarify the role of chaotic dynamics in the momentum-transformed excitation 
process, we have performed comparative 3D FDTD simulations by using an elliptical 
microdisk resonator. It should be noted that the SOS of an ellipse resonator consists of 
invariant curves and islands. In other words, there is no chaos in the SOS of an ellipse 
resonator. 
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In detail, we use an elliptical microdisk as the counterpart. The diameter and 
deformation (relative difference in maximum and minimum diameters) of the ellipse 
cavity is the same as the deformed cavity used in this paper. In the simulation, electrical 
dipoles in TE polarization are randomly placed inside the cavities to excite WGMs of 
both resonators (Fig. S10A). Fundamental WGMs exist in both deformed cavity (Fig. 
S10B) and the ellipse cavity (Fig. S10C) by recording the in-cavity energy. On the other 
hand, the transmission spectra can also be obtained from frequency domain monitors in 
the simulation by externally exciting the same modes using a 0.5-mm-diameter fiber 
waveguide (Fig. S10D). The transmission spectra indicate that the coupling to the 
deformed cavity (Fig. S10E) is over 20 times higher than the ellipse cavity (Fig. S10F), 
showing an apparent evidence of the role of chaotic dynamics in the momentum-
transformed excitation process. The very small excitation of the fundamental mode in the 
ellipse cavity can be attributed to the phase-matching (51) or scattering (23) excitation. It 
should be noted that the linewidths (i.e., Q factors) of the fundamental modes here are 
dominated by the artificial absorption of materials, which is added to make the 
simulations computationally affordable. 
 
B. Transient energy decay of the momentum-transformed coupling process 
The transient total field energies inside the microresonator and their decay rates 
during the momentum-transformed coupling process are extracted from the short time 
frequency domain monitors in 3D FDTD simulation, which are shown as the black and 
red curves in Fig. S11, respectively. The energy decay of the microresonator shows a 
single exponential decay after 50 ps when the WGM is being established, and the decay 
rate (50 GHz) is in agreement with the resonant linewidth (~45 GHz) (i.e., Q factor) 
reading from the transmission spectrum, which is dominated by the artificial absorption 
of materials.  
 
C. Coupling efficiency and Q factor versus the microresonator deformation 
There is a trade-off between the Q factor and the coupling efficiency of WGMs in a 
deformed microresonator. A larger deformation typically leads to a higher coupling 
efficiency, but a smaller Q factor. Figure S12 shows the simulated coupling efficiency 
and Q factors, derived from the transmission spectra, depending on deformations. The 
deformation here is defined as the relative difference in largest and smallest diameter of 
the resonator. The variation of deformation is achieved by changing the shape 
coefficients proportionally. We select the deformation of 4% as a trade-off between the Q 
factor and the coupling efficiency in this paper. 
 
D. Transient dynamics in the monochromatic case 
We have also run a 3D FDTD control simulation of coupling to the same mode as in 
Fig. S13 in the monochromatic case, i.e., using a much longer pulse (500 ps in duration 
time). This simulation is approaching the monochromatic limiting case because the pulse 
duration is much longer than the WGM decay time (~ 10 ps). As shown in Fig. S13, the 
results are similar with that of the short pulse case in Fig. S1. One difference between 
short and long pulse excitations is that the final stable field profile (after 100 ps) of long 
pulse excitation (Fig. S13) is a hybrid among WGM, chaotic modes, and external guided 
field, because the pulse duration is longer than the simulation time. While the final stable 
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field profile (200 ps) of the short pulse case (Fig. S1) is nearly a pure WGM, similar with 
mode profile in Ref.  (52). Consequently, we choose the short pulse excitation to analyze 
the transient dynamic process and transmission spectra. 
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Fig. S1 
Snapshots of spatial intensity distribution with a pulse duration of 10 fs in 3D FDTD 
simulations, showing the momentum transformation process and coupling to a WGM. 
The fields are normalized individually.  
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Fig. S2  
Broadband Raman lasing in a deformed microresonator. The microresonator is 
pumped at both 768 nm and 1,551 nm. A, B, The Raman lasing is only observed in the 
phase-matched band. The waveguide with 1.71-mm-diameter phase matches to 1,550 nm 
band and the 0.86-mm-diameter waveguide phase matches to 770 nm band. C, Co-
excitation of Raman lasing at 768 nm and 1,551 nm is observed using the chaos-assisted 
scheme. A 0.46-mm-diameter waveguide is used to excite chaotic fields and enable the 
broadband coupling. 
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Fig. S3 
The enhancement of conversion efficiency for third-harmonic generation versus 
diameters of the tapered fiber waveguide. The conversion efficiency is normalized to 
the highest conversion efficiency of direct phase-matched coupling using a micro-sized 
tapered fiber waveguide (reference is marked by red arrow). 
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Fig. S4  
Time stability of the linewidths for the same asymmetric cavity mode coupled with both 
0.46-mm fiber (red) and 1.71-mm fiber (blue). 
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Fig. S5  
A, Transmission spectra of different-sized fibers contacted to the equatorial plane of a 
high-Q  toroid. B, Loaded Q factors of an asymmetric cavity mode with the contact 
coupling using different-sized fibers. 
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Fig. S6  
A, Sketch of a deformed microcavity coupled to an optical fiber waveguide. The gray 
trajectories plot the subsequent 50 bounces after the first ray is coupled into the cavity. B, 
Poincaré SOS for the internal ray dynamics with the Birkhoff coordinates sinc and f, 
where c denotes the incident angle and f the angular position of the reflection point, also 
defined in A. Black discrete points: chaotic trajectories; red curves: periodic and quasi-
periodic orbits; red dashed line: critical line sinc=1/ns, with ns the refractive index of 
silica; green curves: unstable manifolds of the unstable period-4 orbit (blue diamonds). 
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Fig. S7  
Far-field emission patterns for a TM fundamental mode with kR0 ~ 72 from ray (A) and 
wave (B) simulations, respectively. 
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Fig. S8 
A, Stable manifolds (red curves) of the unstable period-4 orbit (blue diamonds). B, Stable 
manifolds (red curves) of the unstable period-5 orbit (green diamonds). Black dashed 
ellipse: coupling region. 
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Fig. S9  
Effective indices of bulk silica (black solid curve), cavity modes (red dashed curve), and 
fiber waveguide modes with a variable fiber-cavity gap ( 0 gap l£ £ ) for different fiber 
diameters d (blue broadened curves). 
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Fig. S10  
Comparison of the chaotic deformed cavity and a non-chaotic ellipse cavity.  
A, Electrical dipoles are randomly placed in a chaotic deformed cavity and a non-chaotic 
ellipse cavity to excite the fundamental TE modes. B, C, The excited in-cavity energy 
spectra of the deformed cavity and the ellipse cavity, respectively. D, Externally exciting 
the same TE modes through a fiber waveguide with a diameter of 0.5 mm. E, F, 
Transmission spectra of the deformed cavity and the ellipse cavity with fiber waveguide 
excitation, respectively. The corresponding mode profiles of the fundamental TE modes 
are shown in the insets of B and C.  
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Fig. S11 
Transient total field energy and decay rate of the momentum-transformation-enabled 
coupling process shown in Fig. 2 in the main text. 
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Fig. S12 
Numerical simulation results of coupling efficiencies and Q factors on the microresonator 
deformation. The deformation is defined as the relative difference in largest and smallest 
diameter of the resonator. In the numerical simulation, the Q factors are deliberately 
lowered by artificial absorption to have simulations computationally affordable. 
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Fig. S13 
Snapshots of transient dynamics of the momentum-transformation-enabled efficient 
coupling excited by a 500-ps long pulse. From the beginning to 2 ps, the light is being 
refracted into chaotic modes of microresonator from a 0.5-mm-diameter nanowaveguide. 
Snapshots of 2 ps and 5 ps show the light coupling into a WGM. Snapshots of 100 ps and 
200 ps show the stabilized hybrid among the WGM, the chaotic modes, and the external 
guided field. 
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Movie S1 
3D simulation illustrating the dynamics of chaos-assisted momentum-
transformation-enabled coupling. The light from the tapered fiber is refracted into the 
cavity, followed by chaotic motion in the deformed cavity. Finally, the light is coupled 
into a high finesse WGM. The intensity of optical electrical fields from 0 to 200 ps are 
shown in the movie. The field is normalized to individual frames. The time scale bar 
indicates the simulation time. The sampling rate for 0 to 20 ps is 0.1 ps per frame, for 20 
ps to 200 ps is 1 ps per frame. 
 
Technical notes: VLC media player is recommended to play this supplementary movie, 
which is an open source software available at http://www.videolan.org/ 
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